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Abstract-In the 1970s a modified Green’s function approach for solving the Helmholtz equation 
was proposed by Jones and Ursell, and in the 1980s was clarified by Kleinman, Roach, and Kress. But 
to date, there are no numerical results avahabie for this approach. In this paper, a global Galerkin 
method is used to numerically solve the exterior Dirichlet problem for the Helmhohz equation in three 
dimensions based on Jones’ modified integral equation approach. Theoretical and computational 
details of the method are presented. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Dirichlet problem, Galerkin method, Helmholtz’s equation, Modified Green’s func- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many scattering and radiation problems are concerned with finding solutions of Helmholtz’s 
equation, 
Au + k2u = 0, Im k 1 0, 
in an exterior domain. Finite element methods and finite difference methods are the most popular 
numerical methods for solving elliptic partial differential equations. But for Helmholtz’s equation, 
there is a fundamental difficulty in using these methods. The difficulty is that the region of 
interest is of infinite extent and any solution must satisfy the radiation condition at infinity. 
Integral equation methods avoid these difficulties. 
The integral equation is solved only on the boundary, and it satisfies the radiation condition au- 
tomatically. Therefore, the integral equation approach is widely recognized as the best approach 
for solving exterior problems for Helmholtz’s equation. Let the solutions of the exterior Dirichlet 
problem be expressed as a double layer potential, which is the classic way to solve Laplace’s 
equation. Using this method for Helmholtz’s equation, it will break down for certain values of k, 
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namely, when k is an eigenvalue of the interior Neumann problem. A second approach uses 
Helnlholtz’s representation formula. But using the Helmholtz’s formula, the uniqueness of the 
solution of the integral equation is again in question. Beginning in the 1960s many researchers 
tried to find an integral equation approach which holds for all k. For the Dirichlet problem, 
Brakhage and Werner [l] expressed the solution u as a combination of single and double layer 
integral solutions of Helmholtz’s equation. They obtained an integral equation approach that 
was valid for all k with Tm k > 0; see [2] related numerical work in two dimensions. 
Panich [3] obtained independentIy the same integral equation formulation. Burton and hilil- 
ler [4] used a composite Helmholtz formula obtaining an integral equation that holds for all k 
with Im k > 0. We also note that Jones [5], Ursell [S], Kleinman and Roach [7], and Schenk [8] 
solved the problem from different points of view. For more references, see [4] and [9]. 
Much of the work done uses a finite element fran~ework in solving the integral equation. The 
resulting numerical methods are quite flexible for a large variety of surfaces, but often they 
converge slowly. They also lead to relatively large linear systems which must be solved by itera- 
tion. Lin [lo] solved the exterior Dirichlet problem for Helmholtz’s equation in three dimensions. 
He reformulated the problem as an integral equation, based on the approach of Brakhage and 
Werner [l], and solved it using a global Galerkin method. 
To overcome the nonuniqueness problem arising in integral equations for the exterior boundary- 
value problems for Helmholtz’s equation, Jones [5] suggested adding a series of outgoing waves to 
the free-space fundamental solution. In this paper, we use the Jones modified integral equation 
approach. 
To this date, there are no numerical results obtained for the Jones method. As a first step 
towards this direction, we solve the exterior Dirichlet problem for the modified integral equation, 
using the same global Galerkin method used by Lin [lo]. We restrict ourselves to regions with 
smooth boundaries. When the surface and the boundary function are sufficiently smooth, our 
method leads to quite small linear systems and converges quickly. This method can be modified 
later to solve the exterior Neumann problem, which is currently under preparation. 
The paper begins with definitions, properties, and an introduction to the Jones method. 
Smoothness results of the integral operator are summarized in Section 3. The spherical har- 
monics which are the basis functions of our method are defined in Section 4, and the related 
approximation results are stated there. The Galerkin method is defined in Section 5, and the 
rates of convergence are derived by using smoothness results in Section 3. The practical imple- 
mentation of the numerical method is covered in Section 6. Numerical examples are given in 
Section 7. The accuracy of the Galerkin coefficients on the unit sphere is given in Section 8. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let S be a closed bounded surface in !I?3 and assume it belongs to the class of C2. Let D.._ , D+, 
denote the interior and exterior of S, respectively. The exterior Dirichlet problem for Helmholtz’s 
equation is 
Au(A) + k*~(A} = 01 A = (z,y, z) E D,. Im k > O1 u(p) = f(p), p E S, (2-l) 
with f a given function and 21 satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation condition 
(2.2) 
Before we discuss the integral equation formulation, we introduce the following notation, We 
call 
‘\I &J) = - Ir 
s 
p(4) d eLk’p-q’ -da,, 
a?? IP - 41 
PE g3, (2.3) 
s 
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a double layer function, and h is called the double layer density function. For simplicity, some- 
times we only write Mp. If a function f is 1 times continuously differentiable, and if the Ith-order 
derivatives are Holder continuous with exponent X, we say f E C’.‘(S). If the Ith-order derivatives 
of the surface representations are Holder continuous with exponent X, we denote it by S E C1*A. 
The function spaces we are working with are L2(S) and C(S), the square-integrable Lebesgue 
measurable functions and the continuous functions on S, respectively. The associated norms are 
llfllz = (J, lf(d12 d%)li2 t f E L2(S), 
IlfllcY, = y$!+ If( > f E C(S). 
Integral Equation Formulation 
The exterior Dirichlet problem is first reformulated as an integral equation. The solution is 
represented as a modified double layer potential, based on the modified fundamental solution 
(see [9]). 
The series of radiating waves is given by 
X(A, q) = ilc 2 2 ~nm~~)(WI)Y,m ( j$ hb?(4d)%m (;) . 
n=O m=-n 
(2.5) 
Here hi’) denote the spherical Hankel function of the first kind and of order n, where hi’) = 
j, + QJ,, 
Here by Y;L”, n = -m? . . . , m, we denote the linearly independent spherical harmonics of order m 
As in 191, here we assume D_ to be a connected domain containing the origin, and we choose 
n ball 13 of radius R and center at the origin such that B c D-. On the coefficients anm, we 
impose the condition that the series x(p, q) is uniformly convergent in p and in q in any region 
IpJ, lq/ > R+E, E > 0, and that the series can be two times differentiated term by term with respect 
to any of the variables with the resulting series being uniformly convergent. We also assume that 
the series x is a solution to the Helmholtz equation satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation condition 
for jp(, IqI > R. By letting A tend to a point p E S, we obtain the following integral equation: 
-27wb) + $cr) J @w, Q) ~ da, = --&f(p), .& PE s Q 
where I$ = -eikrfit* /r - 4xx(p, q). We denote the above integral equation by 
P-6) 
-27rl.l -t 1’(p = --4x$, where IC,u(p) = l p(q) & (e - *=~(p,q~) dcq. (2.7) 
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By the ~sumptions on the series xfp, Q), the kernel ?e is continuous on S x S, and hence, 
li’ is compact from C(S) to C(S) and L2( 5’) to L’(S). The following existence and uniqueness 
theorem is known. 
THEOREM 2.1. (See W.) The modified double layer integral equation (2.6) for the exterior 
Dirichlet problem is uniquely solvable for all positive wwe numbers k > 0 provided that either 
P%rl +l~<lforalln=O,1.2 ,.... nz=-n ,...: ~2or~2a,,$l~>lforall~2=0,1,2 ,.... 
III = --11,. . . ,‘n,. 
Kleinman and Roach [7] proposed some explicit choices for the coefficient unm which optimize 
the modification with respect to various criteria. In particular, one optimality condition that 
might be employed is to nlinimize the norm of the integral operator I(. For a sphere, Kleinman 
imd Roach [7] gave the following coefficient choice which satisfied the condition in Theorem ‘2.1: 
a 
_infkR) 
nm = - 
h;“(kR) ’ 
(2.8) 
Furthermore, Kleinman and Roach [ll] gave an explicit form of the coefficient unm that minimizes 
the upper bound on the spectral radius (see [12]). If B is the exterior of a sphere radius R with 
center at the origin, then the optimal coefficient for the Dirichlet problem was given by 
1 
--( 
& ( W 
anrn = 
A tkR) 
2 am) + ~~l~‘{kR) 
for 11 = 0, I, 2, . . . , and m = --It, . . . , 11. 
This choice of the coefficient minimizes the condition number, and (2.7) is uniquely solvable for 
the sphere and the perturbation of the sphere, but it does not satisfy the condition in Theorem 2.1. 
Further, Kieinman and Kress [12] state that with a minor modification of the coefficient unm 
for the sphere: you obtain a coefficient for spherical domains which will minimize the condition 
number. So they are restricted to surfaces which are given parametrically by 
These are perturbation of spheres. Kleinman and Roach [ll] gave the following coefficient choice 
for the perturbatio1~ of the sphere: 
ja(W + AtkR) 
h”‘(kR) h’““(kR) 
+ O(6). 
n n 
(2.9) 
However. there were no explicit coefficient choices given for the ellipsoid. Therefore, we ob- 
tained a coefficient choice for a special category of ellipsoids by numerical experimentation. These 
were the ellipsoids of revolution around the a-axis, where we chose R = x2+y2+z2. There- 
sults were reasonable. 
3. SMOOTHNESS OF THE INTEGRAL OPERATOR K 
Sllloothlless results of the double layer operator was proven by Lin 113,141. We know that 
the series x can be differentiated term by term with respect to any of the variables and that 
the resulting series is uniformly convergent. So the second derivative of the series is continuous 
on !R3 \ B where B = {x : 1x1 < R}. Furthermore, the series x is a solution to the Helmholtz 
equation satisfying the Sommerfeld radiation condition for 1x1, lyl > R, when B = {CC : 1x1 < R} 
is contained in D. 
By Theorem 3.5 [9], any two times continuously differentiable solution of Helmholtz’s equation 
is analytic, and analytic functions are infinitely differentiable. So the series x(p, q) is infinitely 
differentiable with respect to any of the variables p,q. Furthermore, it is easy to see that if p is 
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bounded and integrable and S E C’, then Js ~(~~q)~(q) dc* E C’(S) and Js v p(q) dcp E 
C’(S). Now combining with the smoothness result of A&p (see (2.3)) in [14], we can obtain the 
following results: 
I_L E C(S) and S f C’*’ implies ICp E C’.“(S) with 
A’ =: 
A, ifO<X<l, 
arbitrary in 0 < A’ < 1. if X = 1. 
(3.1) 
If f E C’.‘(S), S E C2, and -271~ + I<p = -4rf, 
then CL E C’.“(S), with A’ chosen as in (3.1). 
(3.2) 
If f and S have greater smoothness, then so does p. Corresponding to (3.1), we have from Lin’s 
work [lo], 
p E C'.'(S) and S E Clf2.’ implies Kp E C’+‘.“(S) with 0 < A’ < X arbitrary, 1 > 0. (3.3) 
Corresponding to (3.2), 
f E C”5x(S) and S E C’+‘.‘(f > 1) implies 1~ E C’-“(S). (3.4) 
REMARK. The restriction 1 > 1 in (3.4) only arises from Theorem 2.1 where S E C2. 
4. SPHERICAL HARMONICS AND APPROXIMATION THEORY 
Let U = {(E, y, t) : x2 + g2 f t2 = 1) be the unit sphere in R 3. If the homogeneous harmonic 
polynomials of degree TX in R3 are restricted to U, their restrictions are called the spherical 
harmonics of degree n. If any other polynomial is restricted to U, then its restriction is called a 
spherical polynomial. Now we introduce the standard basis for the spherical harmonics, and it 
is orthogonal in L2(U). Let pn(U) and pr(U) d enote the Legendre polynomials and associated 
Legendre functions on [--l,l], ‘PI 2 0, 1 5 m 5 n (see [El), 
1 
Cr(Uf = m 
d” (u” - l)n 
&p 
and P,“(U) = & (1 - u”) 
,n/s d”+R (?A’ - l)n 
&n+n ’ 
If II is defined on U, we sometimes write p(&@) instead of ~(z, v, z). If ~1 is a spherical polynomial 
of degree N, then 
where 
&~n(cosQ + 2 
m=l 
(A$cos(m~) +B~sin(m+))p~(cos0) (4.1) 
272 + 1 2K 7i 
A, = 4n 
ss 
o o ~(~,8)p,(cos8)sinBdBd~. (4.2) 
The basis functions 
p,(cos@), ~~(cos~)cos(~~), p~(cos~)sin(~?~#), 1 5 772 5 $1, (4.3) 
are spherical harmonics of degree 11. For 0 5 n 5 N, the total number of basis functions 
is d(N) = (N + 1)2. Now we summarize the following approximation results from [IS] (or 
see [ 17,181). If p E C”*‘(u), then there is a sequence of spherical polynomials TN of degree 5 N 
for which A 
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The spherical polynomi~s are dense in both C(U) and L’(U). The expansion of ~1 E L2(U) 
in terms of the above basis functions is called the Laplace series, It is given by (4.1), (4.1) 
with N = co. Let P+ denote the partial sum of the Laplace series of p restricted to terms of 
degree I N. On L’(U), PN is an orthogonal projection and ]jPNII = 1. On C(U), 
IlP~ll = (fi+ 6r) fi. with SN -+ 0. (4.4) 
If p E C’.‘(u), then IIF - &$& 5 Ci/N’+X-‘/? 
5. THE GALERKIN METHOD 
We change the variable of integration in (2.6), converting it to a new integral equation defined 
on U. The Galerkin method is applied to this new equation, using spherical polynomials to define 
t,he approximating subspaces. m : U -A,: S, nz at least differentiable, for which the following 
properties are satisfied. 
f E C’.‘(S) and S E C’f’,X (S E C*, for 1 = 0) implies f^ E W(V), (5.1) 
where 
f^(rr) = ~(~z(q))~ q E u. (5.2) 
All of our numerical examples have been for starlike regions D with respect to the origin; but 
the numerical method is not restricted to such regions. For starlike regions, we assume that a 
general point of S, p = m(q), is given by 
P = R(q) ’ (El rl, f% Q = (E, ‘11119) E v (5.3) 
where the function R is a continuous positive function on U. If R E C'+'T~(U), then (5.1) is 
satisfied. Change the variable of integration on (2.6) to obtain the new equation over U, 
-2nc; + ii-b = -47rf^, f* E C(U). (5.4) 
The notation “^” will denote the change of variable from S to U, as in (5.2). The operator 
(-27r + ri’)-l exists and is bounded on C(U) and L2(U). Let X = L2(U), Q: = -2n, and 
let an approximating subspace of spherical potynomiais of degree I N be denoted by XN. The 
dimension of XN is dN = (N-t-l)*: and we let {hi,. . . , hd} denote the basis of spherical harmonics 
given in (4.3). Galerkin’s method for solving (5.4) is given by 
-2n + PNri- 
> 
bN = -4,$,,$ (5.5) 
The solution is given by 
J=l 
-2rQli(ht, hi) + e oj (kh2, h,) = -4~ (f, hi) , 
(5.6) 
i=l,...,d. 
J=l 
The convergence of PN to p in L*(S) is straightforward. We know PlvjIi -) fi for all fi E L2(U), 
from discussion in Section 4. From standard results, it follows that II& - Pp~kjl 4 0 and the 
desired convergence. (Also see [19].) U smg the smoothness results of the integral operator K 
from Section 3, and following the same proof as in [lS], we can prove Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. 
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THEORE~I 5.1. Assume that f f C’*‘(S), S f C ‘+ lqx (S E C2 for I = 0) and that the mapping m 
satisfies (5.1) for some E > 0. Then for all sU~cient~3~ large N, the inverses (-2% + P~k)-l exist 
and are uniformly bounded and ]]p - PN]] 5 e/N’+“, where 0 < X’ < X is arbitrary. The 
constant c depends on 1: ,u, and X’. 
Convergence in C(U). To prove uniform convergence of bN to b is slightly more difficult. The 
main problem is that there are @ in C(U) f OF which Pr~/l does JlOt converge to & Convergence 
for a11 @ would imply uniform boundedness of jjP~ 11. contradicting (4.4). 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume that S E C* and that nz satisfies (5.1) with I = 0. TJ?en considering k 
as a~2 operator on C(V) f 
//~_PNlill_O. asN-+oo. (5.7) 
TJtis intpfies the existence and uniform bound~Iless on C(U) of (-2n+P>vfi)-’ for aJJ s~l~cjentJy 
large N. Let (-2~ + &!@ = -4xj and (-27r + P~k)fi~ = -4nPNj. If f E C’.‘(s), x > l/2, 
tllen by converges uniformly to CL. Moreover, if S E C’fl~X (5’ E C*, for I = 0) and j’ E C1*x(S), 
1 + x > l/2, then 11~ - /LN/lW < C/N’+X’-“2 with 0 < X’ < X. TJle constant c depends on f, 1, 
and A’. 
The Approximation of True Solutions 
Given CAN an apprOXimate SOhItiOn of (2.71, we define the approximate solution UN of (2.1) 
using the integral (2.4). 
tl~(A) = s AED,. s 
To show the convergence of UN(A), we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. 
dt+ < 00, 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
wilere K is any compact subset of D+. 
PROOF. From [lo], 
zsS,i~.(~)ido,<oj. 
Hence, 
;;PK~I&(~)Id%+x. (5.10) 
As &X(A,q) is continuous, Js ]&x(A,q)]d og is also a continuous function of A. So we can 
con&de that 
;;;s, /~x(A.U)/ dc, < 00. (5.11) 
Con~~~inin~ (5.10) and (5.11), we prove (5.9). 1 
Because in practicality, for any bounded set of points in Lf+, we can find a compact set I( c 
!JZ3 \ B to enclose all of the points, the above condition is sufficient to ensure convergence. Since 
.u(A) - UN(A) = ss(p(q) - ,UN(q)) & (eikr,~,\/47rrp.4 + x(A, q)) dgq, it follows from Lemma 5.3 
that 
MAI - UN(A)I IcitI1 -PNll,$ AED+, 
for some constant C. Thus, the convergence of /LN leads to the convergence of UN(A) to u(A) 
for all A E D+ uniformly for A in compact subsets of D+. 
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REMARK. Since x(A,q) is a solution to Helmholtz’s equation for each fixed q satisfying the 
Sommerfeld radiation condition, so is &x(A, q). Then 
(see [9]). c9 is dependent on q. Hence, 
where B is a ball of radius R and center at the origin such that B is a subset of a connected 
domain I)_ containing the origin. (For more details, see 191.) If cs is integrable in S, then we 
can prove that 
sV&Js l&?+l.q)l dfl, < m* 
Thus, combining with the fact that 
(see [lo]), we obtain 
The authors of this paper have not ascertained this fact as yet. 
6. IMPLEMENTATION OF GALERKIN’S METHOD 
Most of the work of this method is in the setup of the linear system (5.6) and in the evaluation 
of UN. And in both cases, the most costly step is the numerical integration of surface integrals, 
r(f) = J 
2x k 
f(s)da, = IS f(d16)sin8d0dd, u 0 0 
over U. The integral is approximated by 
2hI Af 
t=l j=l 
(6.1) 
(6.3) 
Here 4j = ir/hf, and {ujj}, { cos Qj} are the Gauss-Legendre weights and nodes on I-1, l]. {Cj}, 
(8,) are chosen from an idea of Iri et al. [ZO]. (For an English explanation of this paper, see [21].) 
There a change of variable to I-1,1] is used. The integral for UN(A) is evaluated using (6.2). 
In (5.10), the integrand is increasingly peaked as A approaches the boundary. Let p E S be 
chosen near A. Then we used the identity 
12 ($)duq=O. AED+, whererqA=jA-qqf, 
to write 
UN(A) = 
&.r+\ - 1 
4nr9A 
+ XC-4 4) > J da, + s bN(q) - /-m(P)) a ldo,. hq 4XrvA 
This increased the accuracy, particularly for A near S. 
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Calculation of the Galerkin Coefficients 
The coefficients (khj , hi) are fourfold integrals with a singular integrand. To calculate l?‘hj, 
we first rotate the surface S such that ?j is not a singular point internal to the integration region 
[O,n] x [0,27r]. (For details, see [19].) Then we use (63) to evaluate the integral k/&j. The 
integral (k/z,, hi) is evaluated using (6.2). Because the Galerkin coefficients (I?hj, hi) depend 
only on the surface S, we calculate them separately. say for N < ZVmax, and they are stored in 
a disk, in a form for rapid retrieval by the main program used in solving (2.1). To decrease the 
effect of the singularity in computing I?h,(#), we used the identity 
s d 1 -- - s au* 7‘9P do, = 2x5 y E s, where rgp = ]p - q/2 
to write . 
kll, (6) = s IJ (81 dq + 2xh, Cd u 
IJ(i)l dccj. 
The integrands are bounded at 4 = lj, where J(G) is the Jacobian. 
‘7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section, several numerical examples are presented. The true solutions are given by 
&T 
?&y:z)=-L$- -1+&-- 
( 
;f 
> 
0.5 (322 - r2) , where r = 3 + y2 f 9‘ 
Let NINTI denote Af in (6.3) for calculating k!ij+ NINTE denote Ai in (6.2) for calculating 
(l?iLj.h;), and NINT denote h1 in (6.2) for calculating UN. For convenience, we chose NINT = 
NINTI in all numerical examples. Let NDEG denote the degree of the approximate spherical 
harmonics; recall that the number d of basis functions equals to (NDEG + 1)‘. In most cases, 
we only added five terms from the series. According to Jones [5], this is sufficient to remove the 
first five interior Neumann cigenvalues and obtain unique solutions at the same time. We used 
double precisions for all calculations. The graphing was done in MAPLE and Microsoft EXCEL. 
FORTRAN programming language was used for the programming. 
EXAMPLE 1. The unit sphere, S = U, is shown in Figure 1. 
Here we used the coefficient (2.8), which satisfies Theorem 2.1. But as we do not have a similar 
coefficient choice for the perturbation of the sphere and because the coefficient choice (2.9) gives 
better solutions (see Table 2), in all other examples, we used the coefficient (2.9), which does not 
satisfy Theorem 2.1. According to Kleinman and Kress [12], the coefficient (2.9) ensures not only 
unique solvability for the sphere and the perturbation of the sphere, but also minimizes the norm 
of the modified integral operator and minimizes the condition number of the integral equations. 
Kow we added 13 terms from the series. and obtained Table 2a. 
As we can see from Table 2a, the results are worse compared to Table 2. Therefore, we increased 
the integration nodes, and obtained Table 2b. 
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Figure I. (l,@,c$]. 
Table 1. k = 1, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 8, true solution ~1. 
Approximate Solution 
I Point Real Part I Imaginary Part I Absolute Error I 
(lO,ll, 12) 5,06462487980D-02 1.32247207180D-02 2.004D-06 
(5.67) -4.6338279087D-02 -8,3332900927D-02 3.668D-06 
(1,X3) -2.2057874305D-01 -1,5092719265D-01 l.O16D-05 
(1, 191) -9.2700967274D-02 5,69881794030D-01 2.199D-05 
Table 2a. k = 1, NDEG = 7, MINT1 = 16, NINTE = 8, true solution ~1. 
Approximate Solution 
Point Real Part Imaginary Part Absolute Error 
(10, 11,12) 5.~4502246OOD-02 1.3224388866OD-02 7.354D-07 
(5,6,7) -4.6337152296D-02 -8.3330861824D-02 1.338D-06 
(17% 3) -2.2057343171D-01 - 1.5092342593D-01 3.644D-06 
(1, I, 1) -9.2698727794D-02 5,69867825770D-01 7.847D-06 
Table 2b. k = 1, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 8, true solution ~1. 
Approximate Solution 
Point Real Part Imaginary Part Absolute Error 
(lO,ll, 12) 5.0653484383D-02 1.3226652659D-02 9.492D-06 
(5,637) -4,6344782608D-02 -8,3344910751D-02 1.733D-05 
(I,% 3) -2,2060918832D-01 -1.50949732611)-01 4.803D-05 
(l.l,l) -9.2714482283D-02 5.699626537713-01 l.O40D-04 
Table 2c. b = 1, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 32, NINTE = 8, true solution ~1. 
Approximate Solution 
Point Real Part Imaginary Part Absolute Error 
(10,ll. 12) 5.0644335825D-02 1,3224216487D-02 MOID-08 
(5.6,7) -4,6336541288D-02 -8.3329742575D-02 6.284D-08 
(~2~3) -2,2057051935D-01 -1.5092139473D-01 9.517D-08 
(l,l, 1) -9.2697481079D-02 5,6986025732D-01 1.987D-07 
We can see from Table 2b that when you increase the integration nodes, the accuracy is even 
better than in Table 2, where only five terms from the series were used. Thus, we can add more 
than five terms and still obtain good results if we increase the number of integration nodes. But 
as more terms and increasing of integration nodes increases the CPU time considerably (this will 
be discussed later more extensively), we decided to add only a few terms, only five in other cases 
of the sphere. 
From Tables 3-5, we see that for the points away from the boundary, there is much greater 
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Table 3. /C = 10, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 8, true solution ~1. 
Approximate Solution I 
Point Real Part Imaginary Part Absofute Error 
(10,11,12) -4.356898242OD-02 
(5.6,7) -3.3808458253D-02 
(1,2,3) 2.56668277430D-01 
(1, I, 1) 2.40981947060D-02 
2,9~91592OOOD-02 6.077D-07 
-8,9152497597D-02 1.455D-06 
-7..K~10160177D-02 3.743D-06 
-5.7685883699D-01 1.176D-05 
Table 4. k = 10, :UDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 8, true solution q. 
ADDroximate Solution I 
Table 5. k = 10. NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 8, true solution us. 
Approximate Solution 
Point Reai Part Imaginary Part Absolute Error 
(10,ll. 12) 4.0402198705D-03 -2.5990841147D-03 3.723D-07 
(K6.7) 5.2542730482D-03 1.5151962322D-02 1.248D-06 
(475.6) -2,2570262663D-02 4.1232208537D-03 1.811D-06 
(1.1.1) 5.0386614890D-07 -2.0277689881D-07 5.431D-07 
Table 6a. iz = 15. NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16. NINTE = 8, true solution ztl. 
Point 
Approximate Solution 
Real Solution Imaginary Solution Absolute Error 
(lO,ll, 12) -4.0227215853D-02 -3.2808231295D-02 5.192D-04 
(5.6.7) Q.l931568715D-02 2.2127372848D-02 9.460D-04 
(1.233) 2.4~98044QlD-01 -l.l032287857D-01 2.651D-03 
(LI, 1) 3,8109256515D-01 42732624933D-01 5.728D-03 
Table 6b. k = 15, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 32, NINTE = 16. true solution ~1. 
I Approximate Solution I 
wczuracy than for points near the boundary. This is because the integrand is more singular at 
points near the boundary. 
Now we look at the cease of k = 15, given in Table 6a. We use NINTI = 32 in calculating the 
Galerkin coefficients (&h,, h,) before. The errors are printed in the column Absolute Error. 
From Tables Ga and 6b. we see that to obtain similar accuracy as in the previous tables, we 
need to increase the integration nodes. This is due to the following fact: the kernel function 
involves sin kr and cos kr, and these trigonometric functions are much more oscillatory when k 
becomes large. Therefore, in this case, we must increase the integration nodes to achieve the 
SiuTle accuracy. 
REMARK. We picked NINTE < NINTI, because the integrand of (hi, J?ihj) is smoother than the 
iutegrand of kh,. We also pick NINTE > (NDEG f 1). 
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Table 7a. k = 4.493409, NDEG = 7, NINTI =16, NINTE = 8, true solution ui. 
Approximate Solution 
Point Real Part Imaginary Part Absolute Error 
(lO,ll, 12) -2.42150876101)-03 -3,3240735476D-03 4.8240-02 
(5.637) -7.4681~9014D-03 5,9017474908OD-04 8.788D-02 
(1.273) - l.O9436~3327D-02 -1.7921670854D-02 2463D-01 
(1.1.1) 7.16291631480~-03 4.48108308~D-02 5.322D-01 
Table 7b. k = 4.493409, NDEG = 7, NINTI =16, NINTE = 8, true solution ui. 
Approximate Solution 
Point Real Part Imaginary Part Absolute Error 
(10,ll. 12) -2.7240232159D-02 -4,4697050906D-02 1.297D-06 
(5,6,7) -9.53478554201)-02 -3.2279029648D-04 2.177D-06 
(1,273) -1.2007678858D-01 -2.3877466006D-01 6.3330-06 
(l? l-1) 4.10526805950D-02 5.7590160222OD-01 1.302D-05 
o,m,4 i’ .., ,.. 
I 
0.000012 
0.00001 
i 0.000006 
f 0.000006 
0.000002 
t 
\ 
\ 
\ 
i 
_ _. 
-m-k=1 
-+-k=lO 
Figure 2. Unit sphere, NDEG = 7. NINTI = 16. NINTE = 8, true solution ur. 
Remark: The further the points are from the boundary, the smaller the error. 
Now let us pick Ic such that Ic is an interior Neumann eigenvalue. 
Now we pick k = 4.493409, an eigenvalue of the interior Neumann problem, and represent 
the solution as a double layer potential in Table 7a and as a modified double layer potential in 
Table 7b. 
As we can see from the above tables, the accuracy in Table 7a is quite poor as expected, 
compared to Table 7b. Thus, the modified integral equation approach is a viable option for 
solving integral equations. We obtained these eigenvalues by solving the following equation: 
&(kr) = 0. 
For more details on how to find these eigenvalues for a sphere, see [4,8]. Also, to find the zeros 
of the spherical Bessel fullctions, see [ZZj. Furthermore, from the above tables, we see that the 
further the points are away from the boundary. the smaller the absolute error. This is shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. [(3 - l/(1 + 9OOOO(cosB + l)‘)).b, 01. 
Table 8. k = 0.5, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 8, true solution ~1, 6 = 1, 
A = 3, Q = 90000. 
Approximate Solution 
Point Real Part Imaginary Part Absolute Error 
(11,12,13) -2,6247230238D-02 -4.0203465309D-02 4.272D-05 
(10,11,12) -5.19131226529D-02 -6.7084334927D-03 4.464D-05 
(8,9.10) 1,7202900823D-03 6.3913371709D-02 7.232D-05 
(7,8,9) 5,5785449365D-02 4.5293385104D-02 9.249D-05 
EXAMPLE 2. Now we look at the following “heart-shaped” surface given by 
CL-= A- (l+a(c~se+1)2) sinecosh > 
Y = A - (1 + a(czse + 1)2) > sinesin& 
z = ( A - (1 + c&0 + 1)2) 1 case. 
The coefficient (2.9) was used with O(E) zero as most of the perturbations were very small and 
only a few terms were added from the series x. For more details, see [11,12]. 
S, the perturbation of a sphere given by the above equation, has the following shape (Figure 3). 
Four terms were used for all the examples for the perturbation of the sphere. The graphing was 
clone using spherical coordinates. For all the examples for the perturbation of the sphere, only 
four terms were used. For this particular shape, some numerical results are given in Table 8. 
Tables 9-14 are for similar shapes with different wave numbers. A perturbation of the sphere is 
shown in Figure 3, where A = 3, E = 1, and Q = 90000. A cross-section view of the form (in 
polar coordinates) is shown in Figure 4. 
Table 9. k = 1, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 16, true solution ~1, E = 1, 
A = 2, o = 90000. 
Approximate Solution 
Point Real Solution Imaginary Solution Absolute Error 
(8,9,10) -6.3789033295D-02 3.5537590923D-03 l.O62D-05 
(7,8,9) 1.4879226214D-02 7.0259990680D-02 2.329D-05 
(596.7) -4.6375842345D-02 -8.3381335002D-02 6.492D-05 
(4.596) -9.0876001932D-02 6.9040045311D-02 1.670D-04 
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Table 10. k = 1, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 16, true solution 7.~2, c = 1, 
A = 2, CY = 90000. 
Approximate Solution 
Point Real Part Imaginary Part Absolute Error 
(8,9,10) -4.~05301346D-02 -2.5853580925D-04 8.179D-05 
(7.8-9) 6.4343055214D-03 4.605749107OD-02 7.92OD-05 
(5> 6,7) -2.5725001622D-02 -5.84514797~D-02 1.523D-04 
(4,5.6) -6.726051208213-02 4,0172558584D-02 1.816D-04 
Table 11. k = 3. NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 8, true solution ~1~ E = 0.0005, 
A = 3, a = 90000. 
Approximate Solution 
1 Point 1 Real Part 1 Imaginary Part 1 Absolute Error I 
(10, 11,12) 
(8,9.10) 
(5.6.7) 
(4.5.6) 
3.7714329818D-02 
-6.3003927483D-02 
9.523604883lD-02 
4.213026284OD-02 
3.6294759130D-02 1.745D-06 
l.O587973846D-02 2.223D-06 
4.6042056784D-03 3.156D-06 
1.05889034850-01 3.531D-06 
Table 12. k = 3, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 8. true solution 212, E = 0.0005, 
A = 3, a = 90000. 
Approximate Solution 
~~1 
6.346340318313-02 1 5.0973559499D-03 . 
1 (4.5,6) 1 2,6051814761D-02 7.349628929lD-02 1 2.658D-06 
Table 13. k = 3, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 8. true solution 213, c = 0.0005, 
A = 3, a = 90000. 
Approximate Solution 
IPoint I Real Part 1 Imaginary Part 1 AbsoiiieGl 
(10.11,12) 
(8.9: 10) 
(576.7) 
(4.536) 
-3.2849809237D-03 
7,1387940527D-03 
-1.58966974563[)-02 
-6.0161617736D-03 
-3.5088471017D-03 1.281D-06 
-7.3636357334D-04 1.681D-06 
-2.2983174083D-03 2.678D-06 
-2.2191857481D-02 3.173D-06 
Tabie 14. k = 5, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 32. NIPiTE = 16, true solution ul, f = 0.0005, 
A=3,a=90000. 
Approximate Solution 
Point 
(13,14,15) 
(8.9.10) 
(56.7) 
(4.576) 
Real Solution 
-1.96745888231)-02 
-6.14524010461)-02 
-5.4174007446D-02 
1.133117452013-01 
Imaginary Solution 
3,6169791264D-02 
1.7500962701D-02 
7.8472322157D-02 
-1,2216301985D-02 
Absolute Error 
6.020D-06 
8.218D-06 
l.l22D-05 
1.187D-o05 
Now we added ten terms from the series, and we obtained similar results. When we increased 
the illte~ration nodes to NINTI = 16, NINTE = 16, the accuracy was similar to NINTI = 16, 
NINTE = 8. But when we increased the integration nodes to NINTI = 32, NINTE = 16, the 
accuracy was worse. This is because O(E) depends on k, A, and E, so the number of terms added 
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Figure 5. Perturbation of the sphere, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 8, true 
solution ~12, A = 3, 6 = 0.0005, o = 90000. O(t) = 0. Remark: The further the 
points are from the boundary, the smaller the error. 
from the series affects the value of it (see (2.9)). So when we increased the terms from five to 
ten, O(E) should have changed accordingly. As we used the same O(E) = 0, the accuracy does 
not improve when you increase the nodes. Therefore, we decided to add only a few terms, only 
four in the case of the perturbation of the sphere with O(e) = 0. 
From Tables 8 and 9, we changed the k and A. Then we obtained a new shape. 
For the perturbations of the sphere, similar to the case of the sphere, the error decreases, when 
we choose points away from the boundary. This is shown in Figure 5. 
EXAMPLE 3. Here we choose special ellipsoids of the form x2/A2+y2/A2 +z2/C2 = 1. In the first 
example, we chose the ellipsoid x2 + y2 + (~12)~ = 1 where R = Jz” + y2 + t2 = Jl + 3(cos e>2. 
These are called the ellipsoids of revolution around the z-axis. 
As there is no constant radius for the ellipsoid, R was chosen to vary according to the points 
on the boundary of the ellipsoid, and this choice was made by numerical experimentation. For 
each case, we used five terms from the series. The analogous coefficient choice does not work well 
for the general ellipsoid. A special ellipsoid given by x2 + y2 + z2/4 = 1 is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. [cos~sinf?.sin~sin6,2cos@]. 
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Figure 7. Ellipsoid (A - B - 1, C = 2). NDEG = 7, NINTI = 32, NINTE = 20, true 
solution ~1. Remark: The further the points are from the boundary, the smailer the 
error. 
Table 15. h- = 1, NDEG = 7, NINTI = 32, NINTE = 20, true solution ~1. 
I Approximate Solution 
Point I Real Part I Imaginary Part 1 Absolute Error 
(lO,ll, 12) 5.0644383433033)-02 1,32242427540D-02 8.697D-08 
(5.6.7) -4.6336398424D-02 -8,3329841595D-02 1.937D-07 
(1.2.3) -2.2057656565D-01 - 1.5092400499D-01 6.674D-06 
(1,l. 1) -9.0415954523D-02 5.7094234506OD-01 2.525D-03 
Now we look at the shape given by x2 + y2 + (z/1.5)* = 1. 
Figure 7 shows that, for the special ellipsoid, the absolute error decreases when the points are 
away from the boundary. 
Exterior Dirichlet Problem 
Table 16. k = 2. NDEG = 7, NINTI = 16, NINTE = 16, true solution ~2. 
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Approximate Solution 
Point Real Part Imaginary Part Absolute Error 
(lO,ll, 12) 2.825967763001[)-02 1.68251326950D-02 1.229D-06 
(5.6.7) -3.6157673301D-02 ~.24542lOg3lOD-02 3.80313-06 
(1.2.3) 5.#65856987OD-02 2.1010795213OD-01 3.413D-05 
(1-l. 1) -2.~9~8505OD-01 -1.9a5871487aD-01 3.661D-03 
Table 17. k = 3, NDEG = 7. NINTI = 32. NINTE = 20, true solution ui. 
Approximate Solution 
Point Real Solution Imaginary Solution Absolute Error 
(lO,ll, 12) 3.78041855600D-02 3.6632148459D-02 3.479D-04 
(7,g.g) -4.1846298333D-02 -5.8679857970-02 5.653D-04 
(5,637) 9.5179352089D-02 5.5866092346D-03 9.810D-04 
(1.2.3) 5.439727061413-02 -2.5564886489D-01 7.8680-03 
Coh~hfENTs. Few terms from the series were added in all our experiments. This is because in 
numerical calculations, it is inefficient to add the full series. So we allow only a finite number of 
the coefficients unm to be different from zero. 
According to Jones (51, this is sufficient to ensure uniqueness for the modified integral equations 
in a finite range of wave numbers k. In practical applications, one is usually concerned with a 
finite range of k, so this is not a serious drawback. For the case of the ellipsoid, when you increase 
the k, you get reasonable results, but we need a large amount of nodes to get good results. In 
order to use a large amount of nodes, we need a considerably high amount of CPU time. For 
all calculations, we used ALPHA 2100 (5/300 Nhz). The programs for the Bessel functions were 
taken from the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NS~VC) library of mathen~atics subroutines. 
From the above examples, we see that the error is affected by the boundary S, NINTI, NINTE, 
boundary data, and k. 
The role of k is more significant for ill-behaved boundary shapes. If we want to obtain more 
accuracy, we must increase the number of integration nodes for calculating the Galerkin coef- 
ficients (k/t,, 1~~). Here we give some idea of the cost of calculating the Galerkin coefficients. 
When NINTI or NINTE is doubled, the CPU time increases by four times (see Table 18). 
Some of the increased cost comes from the complex number calculations, which is an intrinsic 
property of the Helmholtz equation. Furthermore. any integration method is affected by k, due 
to the oscillatory behavior of the fundamental solution eikr /T. Also, the CPU time depends on 
the number of terms added from the series. Calling subroutines from the Naval Surface Warfare 
Center (NSWC) may have increased the CPU time further. 
As we see from Table 19, the more terms you add, the more CPU time increases. Therefore, in 
order to eliminate more interior Neumann eigenvalues, we need a more powerful computer which 
would decrease the CPU time considerably. 
Table 18. NDEG = 7, k = 5, five terms from the series were added. 
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Table 19. NINTI = 32, NINTE = 16, NDEG = 7. k = 5. 
8. THE ACCURACY OF THE GALERKIN COEFFICIENTS 
ON THE UNIT SPHERE 
Here, we obtained the true Galerkin coefficients (Khj, hi) explicitly on the unit sphere, and 
compared it with the approximate Galerkin coefficients. This gave us an idea of the accuracy of 
the Galerkin coefficients which are affected by k and the integration nodes. 
Let (I E the unit sphere with center at 0, and let A be outside the unit sphere. From [23], we 
have for IA/ > 1, ./ 
gi’ir 
z = ik E(2n + l)j~(~)~~‘)(k]Al)~~(cos~), 
n=O 
(8.1) 
where r = IA - 41. B is the angle formed by OA and Oq, and jn( z) and hi’)(z) are spherical 
Bessel and Hankel funct.ions. That is, 
h$j)(z) = g ( y2 fP(&,(z). 
For the definitioIls of J,+r/z, I&+X/Z, and related de~nitions, see 1241. To be consistent 
with f&l), we rewrote the series ,y(A, q) in the following form: 
x(A, q) = ik x anm (212 + l)h(‘)(klAl)h(‘)(Ic)p,(cos6): n n 
n==O 
(8.2) 
where anzn is the coefficient (2.9) given in the previous sections. F’rom (8.1) and (8.2), 
where K is defined as in the first section. Thus, following the same arguments as Ahner and 
Iileinman [25], we can obtain 
~~~(~) = [-2nik2 (j~(~)~~(~) +~~(k)h~(k)) + 2Kik2a,,h!:)(k)~~‘)‘(k)j p(p), 
where p E 
Let hi, h, 
S (when A coincides with p which is the intersection of OA and the circle). Also, see [7]. 
be any two basis functions of spherical harmonics (see previous section). From (8.3), 
(Kh,. It,) = 
(h,, hi) [ 
-2nik2 (jL(k)h,(k) + &(k)hL(k)) f 2nik2a nmh:?(k)h!,l)‘(k)] , 
Pn (cos 0) (8.4) 
where h; = cosmr# p,"(cos@) sin172d , In = o,...ln * 
i 1 
(8.3) 
And we noted that (Ir’hj, hi) = 0 for all i and j. This also can be derived from the fact that 
I< = 0 on the sphere with anm chosen as in (2.01). (See 1121.) Thus, the matrix formed by the 
Galerkin coe~ciellts is a zero matrix on the sphere (see (8.4)). Let NINTI and NINTE be defined 
as in the previous section. The errors are printed in Table 20. 
From Table 20, we see that if the integration nodes are increased, the accuracy is much im- 
proved. For k = 10, we have similar accuracy. Now we look at k = 15. From Table 21, we see 
t,hat. the accuracy of the Galerkin coefficients for NINTI = 16 is poor for deghi = 0 case. But 
for NINTI = 32, the accuracy is better. 
Exterior Dirichlet Problem 
Table 20. k = 1. error for the Galerkin coefficients on the unit sphere. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
G. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
1G. 
17. 
18. 
II). 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
1 NINTI. NINTE 1 deghi = 0 I deghi = 1 I deghi = 2 I 
8. 4 3.4100447D-3 2.66999909D-15 3.34098947D-16 
32, 4 2.788219759D-6 6.51202971D-16 3.05360699D-17 
Table 21. k = 15, error for the Galerkin coefficients on the unit sphere. 
NINTI, NINTE deghi = 0 degh, = 1 deghi = 2 
I 32, 16. 4 2.980686107D-6 1.258 00675 1 6.66645551D- 3 9 702292 15 5.4754952D-15 4 58468748D-15 
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